
Road Users urged to obey Traffic Signals at Intersection of Madiba and Samora Machel Drives 

 

In the interest of improved road safety, the extremely busy intersection of Samora Machel Drive (old 

N4) and Madiba Drive (R40) has undergone a change in the traffic signal settings for the Samora 

Machel Drive (old N4) approaches.  The changes were implemented with the specific aim to reduce 

conflicting movements at the intersection and hence reduce the risk of accidents, especially in terms 

of vehicles turning right into oncoming traffic. 

 

Most affected by the proposed changes is traffic from the City centre turning right (or northward) 

towards White River, as well as traffic approaching from the west (Kaapschehoop Road) and turning 

right (or southward) towards Barberton.  The right-turning vehicles on the Samora Machel Drive (old 

N4) approaches are now afforded a protected only (exclusive) right-turn phase unopposed by 

oncoming vehicles travelling through the intersection.  This phase is then followed by an exclusive 

phase for through-traffic with right-turning movements not permitted – the right-turn vehicles are 

faced by a solid red light which prohibits them from trying to find a gap for turning right into 

oncoming traffic. Said traffic signal adjustments are accompanied by directional sign boards (arrow 

markings) mounted on the affected traffic signals to aid in understanding the functioning thereof.   

 

Road safety essentially depends on road users to act in accordance with traffic signals and signage 

and to comply with traffic rules. In this regard road users are reminded that in accordance with the 

National Road Traffic Regulations a steady red disc light signal indicates to a driver that he or she 

shall stop his or hers vehicle behind the stop line. This intersection is notorious for red-light skipping 

and in the interest of safety road users are strongly urged to refrain from ignoring red lights here. 

The general public is requested to exercise caution at this intersection and to extend patience and 

consideration towards fellow road users.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Protected only (exclusive) through phase 

(NO RIGHT-turns permitted) 

Through-traffic proceeds &  

right-turning traffic is stopped 

 

Protected only (exclusive) right-turn phase 

(NO THROUGH-traffic permitted) 

Right-turning traffic proceeds &  

through-traffic is stopped 


